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About This Game

Description

Tales of Mystics and Madmen: Entourage or TMM: Entourage for short is a top down shooter with a couple of RTS mechanics
mixed in. You pick one of three sides and fight either the other two in various competitive or just one side in cooperative game
modes. Each player character is joined by three bodyguards which may be controlled by your friends at the push of a button on
a gamepad. The game offers various objective-based game modes which vary in length and style, with most of them sharing the

same principles.

Although this game can be played by yourself, it is more fun to engage in conflict with your friends locally and with others
around the globe.

Background

Three sides fight for supremacy. They are called Primitivists, Progressionists and Royalist. The Prims are deeply connected with
nature and draw influences from various African and Asian cultures. Progs have aristocratic origins and happen to be techno-
lovers (literally), they tend to invent the next big thing before anyone else gains knowledge of their last big thing. The Royals

foster nobility and pride and like to duel each other if not fighting off some bigger threat.
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PvP Game Modes: King of the Hill, Escort, Team Deathmatch, Warfare and more

PvE Game Modes: Stronghold, Onslaught, Tug of War and more

Each mode changes gameplay in some way

Leaderboard support for various Game Modes

Campaign Mode: Play increasingly difficult matches with your friends vs bots, progress between sessions is saved

Hotjoin local coop: Up to 4 players can play locally, three of them can join/leave at any time

Lead the charge as Commander, your bodyguards (Entourage) follow you

Change the appearance and weapons of your Commander and bodyguards during the match

Unique RTS/Shooter mix: control a single unit and build turrets directly, order troop movement indirectly and their
composition

Invade the enemy's base to kill their workers reducing their income

Various weapons with primary and secondary fire modes unique to each faction

RPG mechanics to round up the gameplay: gain technology points by defeating enemies and empower your troops, use
skills to buff your allies

Call and enter a gunship to turn the tide of battle

Procedural map generator: each game mode requires a different map layout, the map generator creates maps according
to set rules

Match customization: there are various parameters which can be set to adjust game length, starting resources etc

New game modes and maps will be added at irregular intervals as free DLC
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Title: TMM: Entourage
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Chocolate Ship Games
Publisher:
Chocolate Ship Games
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Quad Core 3,4GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7800

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: OnBoard

English
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he Land of Pain is a Lovecraftian horror adventure.. I fixed a prior problem I had with the game and the game is extremely fun
and polished when steam downloads all the files and doesn't corrupt your saves, if it does verify like 8 times. It is definitely
worth it for the low price they're asking for though.. Game is fun for those new to this genre, which I am.

Cons:

Though I dislike npc seeming to become better and have more stamina than what their ratings say,
Ive tried to lose against a lvl 70 in mountain terrain when I had 82 I attacked set a pace of 75 which is very high uphill especially
for a lvl 70 but nevertheless he caught up and won by over 2 min.......Damm that EPO.

Other things I dislike is the way the npc block the entire road meaning if you have to gather water it will take you 10-15 km to
get to the front, othertimes on hills this means even though you got 100 skill point as a mountain climber you will get stuck
behind those in the 20ies placement since its in these whereabouts they use the entire road meaning they block you, and drag
you down . Dumb and DUmb Ai where the Fairplay at which every cyclers is know for having they almost never take up all
road there will almost alway be space for the fast people to get forward, due to the respect they have for one another.

Graphics trucks in the middle of road, people in the middle of road, car is in the way, MC are in the way, spectaters halfed due
to clipping through ground level.

(default setting) Mouse curser will not work or work correct when upscaling, using 1600x900 full screen (there is a fix for this
which I found out by playing with the options.ini file)

Game doesnt use all cores, laggy, got problems with schedule yea game has way too many bugs.

Im on the Fence of whether I should recommend this game, though it is very fun to play, and I hope they will fix all those nasty
bugs, cus there are way too many of em.

As game is now its a 51% for and 49% against meaning you could wait for a spell or 2, untill they have fixed all them bugs.
Or you could live with the bugs for now knowing they will fix the bugs, if you cant live with a very buggy game then wait.

If you can then this is recommended. TL;DR It's a cheaper small 'This War of Mine' with potentially deeper combat which in
reality is not very interesting.
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I'll start with a deal breaker - it's unplayable due to screen resolution. Plays in tiny window and when scaling to full screen you
have issues with mouse sensitivity. When it's fixed, it may become a nice game for a day or two.

Base building mechanics - each turn you assign people to build new facilities and sustain life, heal etc.

Tactics part - it's a simple TBS where you use explore map and use some abilities, and basically it's a risk assessment game as
you may end up losing all your crew on an easy scavenging mission. Plays way too slow, it's not cool to go all the way back to
starting square.. PRICE / QUALITY

☑"IT'S A TRAP!"(Admiral Ackbar)
☐ "That'll do, pig. That'll do."(James Cromwell)
☐ "SHUT UP AND TAKE MY MONEY!"(Philip J. Fry)

PC REQUIREMENTS

☑Minimum
☐Medium
☐High
☐ Extreme

GRAPHICS

☑Cheap
☐Acceptable
☐Masterpiece

GAME TIME (hours)

☑ 0>2
☐ 2>5
☐ 5>15
☐ 15>30
☐ 30>50
☐ 50>75
☐ 75>100
☐ 100>?

STORY

☐ None
☑Bad
☐Good
☐Amazing

DIFFICULTY

☐Simple
☐Easy to learn, hard to master
☑Hard
☐Blackhole (FiolaSoft Studio)
☐Impossible

BUGS

☐Game itself is one big BUG
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☐Bugs destroying the game
☐Bugs
☑Few little bugs
☐Perfect
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this is not a review

totally recomended for those person who want to make their own RPG :)
but for the love of god, you need to work for it, dont blame any software for being a lazy♥♥♥♥♥person and not doing
anything about ur Dream RPG.

WORK FOR IT, SGB is ur tool.. The game is fun for what it is. As a firefighter, I love seeing games the make managing a fire
station/department something you're able to do. I was disappointed in how repetitive it was with the same missions over and
over and not being able to control more of the fire station. The game has so much potential, it just needs more put into it with
patching and expansions.. Some five hours into the game. Very atmospheric. This game is not a shooter or rpg, not even an
adventure game in that sense. There are no items, no inventory. All atmosphere. This is a game that has to be slowly appreciated,
do not rush through any of the sections. Read the posters on the walls, look at the clothing on the characters. Entire worlds are
created here in this game!
  This game is, to me, a real 3D novel. A science fiction story come to life.

The cars cannot hit you, you cannot die.

The game opens I to his large apartment. Walk slowly through the rooms, every object reflects not only the first person avatar,s
life, these objects also reflect the world culture that exists in the world that you are in.

A tip or to to max your enjoyment. Those street cut out characters are not there just for atmosphere. Each has a long story to tell
you when you bump up against each. But do not stop coming up to them when their lines are done with! Like in some RPGs,
each character often has a number of sentences to say, hear them out until they repeat themselves.
  There are hot spots to activate. Some can be hard to find. Often these can be activate from hundreds of feet away!
  The game saves only at each world completion! Thus when you are able to leave the apartment and walk out onto the street,
you are still in that one world yet!

I love atmospheric games like this one. Thus I give this game a five out of five. Many do not like the game. Probably these
people are those who might not spend more than three minutes in Pompey, before getting back onto the tour bus!

Freestone
. My hours on steam don't reflect the time that I've spent playing this game, as I played it quite a bit before it was available here.

I enjoy this turn-based strategy game quite a bit. You can either have a pre-made party or choose your own units. They have
different races as well so you can pick the one that works the best for your playstyle. I like the detail of the artwork, and the fact
that the units look like miniatures is nostalgic. The fog of war is a neat touch, as it makes you be a little more cautious with your
unit placement and moves throughout the battle.

The sound is a little rough, but I understand that they are going to remedy this in an upcoming patch.

I recommend this game - 8.5/10. Even the "EASY" levels are ****ing impossible. The farm level is the worst *h*t I've ever
done.. nice experience !! war experience !! take a look worth download and worth your time,yes!!. Got pretty annoying by half
end to the game, not much new or interesting, same stuff.
Of course there are some good mechanics implemented, but I wouldn't play this after first game just because there is nothing
new pretty much to spend time on.. No, just no. This game fulfills a need I have had deep in my soul back from when I was just
a nonexistent memory.
/music plays. Best game ever played, 5 star rating from me

Version 0.4.3:
Change Log

UI
-Fixed an issue which culled text in the game over score sheet

Game
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-Improved load times
-Added checks to prevent important objects from being created in the void. Update to v.0.1.8:
Change log

Misc
-Fixed various bugs which were introduced in the last update. Update to v.0.1.9:
Change log

Misc
-Fixed a bug which assigned players to the wrong team in rare cases
-Fixed a bug which prevented the sword which is shown during a skill animation to disappear afterwards, also hiding the original
weapon
-Fixed a bug which prevented the campaign screen from showing up. Update to v.0.1.2:
Change log

Gameplay
-Added diplomacy in preparation for the upcoming single player mode
-Added personality traits to NPCs, which are used for diplomatic decisionmaking
-Added skeleton single player campaign mode; it is still in alpha, so you might not see it in your version
-Improved projectile collision detection on clumped up units which was introduced by disabling local avoidance
-Fixed a bug which prevented new matches from starting correctly
-Fixed a bug which gave players a head start on consecutive matches
-Removed cost of soldiers
-Reduced rate of income
-Removed wave movement from arrows
-Increased arc and velocity of arrows to make them more distinguishable from regular bullets

Visuals
-Changed the look of various arrows

Audio
-Muted death sounds on game over

Pathfinding
-Disabled local avoidance, it caused desyncs in multiplayer

Performance
-Reduced memory allocation during gameplay a little, hiccups are still there, tho

UI
-Added dropdown menus which enable the player to change the look and weapon of bodyguards and their player character
-Added icons for primary and secondary fire modes and their standard key binding; Those will change according to selected
weapon in a future update
-Cleaned up the ui and added buttons to show or hide panels which are currently irrelevant to the user
-Removed buttons from the technology panel which are currently not in use
-Added support for diplomacy overview, diplomatic events and diplomatic actions
-Fixed a bug which made certain ui components unresponsive on consecutive matches

Capture The Flag
-Fixed a bug which moved the flag outside the map
-Fixed a bug which made it impossible to return your own flag
-Changed AI of the flag carrier: They now also try to return their team's flag to avoid stalemates

Escort
-Added decorations to each destination
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-Fixed a bug which prevented scoring

Input
-Replaced the input interface with a more robust system supporting a variety of game controllers and buttons; needs more
testing, but we feel more comfortable with this system in place.. Version 0.4.0:
Change log

Campaigns
-Added campaigns to all game modes which use named maps (all competitive modes and new Stronghold)

Stronghold
-Players now start in a corner of the map
-Objectives are created closeby which need to be captured and held for some time
-After that time, your team scores
-New objectives are created further away
-Score until no more objectives are created
-Added 140 new maps to support the new release

Morale
-Added a morale system
-A player kill increases your morale by a small amount
-Death decreases your morale by a big amount
-Gain kill participation by staying in the general vicinity of the victim

Terrain
-Increased heightmap resolution to support the new maps
-Fixed a bug when generating terrains

Gunship
-Added 4 autonomous weapons to the gunship
-Players may change the loadout of the gunship at anytime

UI
-Added kill messages
-Made improvements to readability of texts
-Improved tooltips for some elements (mainly appearance and weapon dropdown menus)
-Restructured main menu navigation to improve flow
-Restructured match lobby to show match, campaign and other settings in different windows
-Players need to be ready before starting a new match
-Added a chatbox to the match lobby
-Changed the appearance of loading and game over screens
-Capture bar screen position now adjusts to the objective’s position in the world
-Connected some loose ends

Multiplayer
-Implemented various smaller fixes to improve integrity and stability, enforcing synchronicity between players

Game
-Improved general stability of the game and error handling
-Changed perspective to ortographic/isometric
-Fixed a rare bug which prevented players from shooting

Known Issues
-In rare cases some sprites are not rendered correctly
-In some cases the terrain appears too dark after map load, moving into differen areas solves this issue
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